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In Israel's Arab community, life is imitating art. A new
award-winning film about Arab women battling
their conservative society has touched off a real-life

battle: The municipality of a major Arab city in Israel
has called for a boycott of the film, and the film's direc-
tor says she has received death threats for her unflinch-
ing portrayal of sex, drugs, parties, homosexuality and
rape in her community. The film has also caught many
Jewish Israeli audiences by surprise, exposing them to
a vibrant world of fiercely independent young Arab
women - what the film's director calls the "Palestinian
underground."

"In Between," which has won accolades at Spanish,
Canadian and Israeli film festivals, was written and
directed by Maysaloun Hamoud, 35, and was inspired
by her own experiences living in Tel Aviv for the last
decade. "It is the time now for women to come and
speak up," said Hamoud, who sports the title of her
movie tattooed on her forearm in Arabic and English.
"Until now, we were listening to men, and they were
the ones to run everything." "In Between" is the film's
English title. In Arabic, it is called "Land Sea," an expres-
sion meaning "Neither Here Nor There," the film's name
in Hebrew.

The film tells the story of three Arab women who
leave home to work and study in the live-and-let-live
Israeli city of Tel Aviv. They find themselves stuck
between an Arab society that often rejects nontradi-
tional roles for women, and an Israeli society that while
more open and Westernized, often doesn't treat Arabs
as full equals. Arab-Israelis make up about 20 percent
of Israel's citizenry. But they share the same ethnicity,

language and culture of Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, and many identify as Palestinians rather
than Israeli. As a result, many Jewish Israelis see them
as a subversive fifth column.

Charity in the city
In the film, there's Salma, a DJ and bartender who

wears multiple piercings and comes from a conserva-
tive Christian family. There's her sharp-tongued room-
mate Laila, a lawyer who parties, drinks, chain-smokes,
and dumps her boyfriend because he is embarrassed
to introduce her to his family. And there's their shy, new
roommate Nour, a religious Muslim girl from Umm Al-
Fahm, a conservative Muslim city in northern Israel,
who studies computer science at Tel Aviv University.
Nour's fiancÈ, a devout Muslim who is affiliated with a
charity in the city, considers Nour's roommates to be
bad influences, and tries to pressure her to leave them
and get married before she is ready. He is portrayed as
violent and corrupt, and a religious hypocrite.

"The message that I want to reach Palestinian socie-
ty is that we are very, very strong women," said Mouna
Hawa, who plays the role of Laila. "We are not defects,
our voice is not a defect, neither are our acts, responsi-
bilities or decisions . we don't even know we are that
strong, because it's as if we always need a man to be
next to us." The movie is almost entirely in Arabic with
Hebrew subtitles, and more and more cinemas in Israel
are beginning to screen it. The director has been travel-
ing across the country to speak to audiences at the
screenings.

After one screening in downtown Tel Aviv, a Jewish

Israeli viewer wondered if the scenes of raucous Arab
dance parties really reflected reality. When another
asked the director if her movie was reaching Arab audi-
ences, she asked if there were Arabs in the audience,
and dozens raised their hands, heaping praise on the
director. But much of the reaction from Arabs has been
angry, with negative comments flooding the film's
Arabic-language Facebook page. "This movie is a
whorehouse, it distorted the image of Islam," one com-
menter wrote. Some social media comments have
threatened the director's life, Hamoud said. But some
other comments were positive too. "All the respect, a
great movie" another commenter wrote.

Mixed feelings
Riham Mahameed, a 22-year-old from Umm Al-

Fahem who studies at a university in Beersheba, had
mixed feelings about the film. "The characters are
brave, representing the reality we're trying to hide in all
kinds of ways," she said. But she complained the party-
ing women of the film were not representative of all
Arab women who like her leave home for studies and
work. "The movie showed only the bad things about
girls living outside the home. Parents will be scared of
what their daughters are doing," Mahameed said.

Abd Al-Monem Foad, a spokesman for the Umm Al-
Fahm municipality, said his city has called for a boycott
of the movie because it gives the city, home to two
central characters, a bad name. "It distorts the image of
Umm Al-Fahm," he said. "It distorts our young men and
women, it distorts their reputation, it depicts them in
an immoral and indecent way." Foad himself did not

see the film. Even some liberal Arab-Israeli commenta-
tors, like popular columnist Sayed Kashua, have argued
the film reinforces negative stereotypes, particularly
with the film's villain, the bearded, religious Muslim
fiance.

Blogger Samah Salaime said a violent scene involv-
ing the Muslim man and his fiancÈe Nour is "juicy mate-
rial for the budding Islamophobe," though she notes the
film includes a positive male role model in Nour's father.
She referred to the Hebrew title of the movie when offer-
ing her critique of the film. "I found myself neither here
nor there," Salaime wrote. — AP

Born in the dark days of Franco's dictatorship, Pedro
Almodovar has depicted the freeing up of Spanish society
across 20 colorful films powered by quirky and dramatic

heroines. Long synonymous with subversive stories that mixed
humor, transgression and lots of drugs and sex, at 67 with his thick
hair gone grey, the director now often finds himself accused of
not being "Almodovarian" enough in his later more serious films.
Despite being a darling of France's Cannes film festival, whose
organizers chose him yesterday to lead this year's jury, he has nev-
er won its top prize, the Palme d'Or. 

Almodovar burst onto the international scene with his 1988
Oscar-nominated "Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown",
a dark kitschy comedy about a woman who had just been
dumped by her lover and whose apartment becomes the scene
of hostage situations and accidental overdoses. The film, he later
said, was about "masochism, homosexuality, masturbation, drugs,
porn and attacks against religion".  "All of these themes that are
considered taboo belong to my life-I don't consider them to be
prohibited or scandalous," the director added.

Mother as muse 
One of the leaders of the "Movida", the explosion of creativity

that followed the death of longtime Spanish dictator Francisco
Franco in 1975, Almodovar is openly gay. He soon became a sym-
bol and chronicler of a modern and tolerant Spain that he also
helped create. Born on September 24, 1949 in the arid region of
La Mancha in the center of Spain, Pedro Almodovar Caballero
rarely talks about his father, who traded olive oil and wine off the
back of a mule and who died in 1980, the year Almodovar's first
commercial film was released.

He grew up in the company of women and his mother has
been a key reference throughout his life, with maternity a recur-
ring theme of his movies, particularly in his 1999 masterpiece, "All
About My Mother". "My passion for color is a response to my
mother who spent so many years in mourning and blackness that
goes against nature," he once said. Almodovar was just 16 years
old when he left home to move to Madrid. 

The Spanish capital's film school was closed by the repressive
Franco regime at the time, but it was here that Almodovar discov-
ered Alfred Hitchcock and Ingmar Bergman. While working at
Spain's public telephone company he plunged into Madrid's
underground cultural scene and in 1974 he began making short
movies with a Super-8 camera. His debut feature film, the 1980
camp comedy "Pepi, Luci, Bom and Other Girls Like Mom", cap-
tured the newfound cultural and sexual freedom of the time. He
was one of the first directors to include transsexuals and transves-
tites in his movies. Indeed, "All About My Mother", which recounts
a mother's search for her dead son's transvestite father, won the
Oscar for best foreign language film.

Ghosts 
The heroines of the majority of his films are passionate, deter-

mined women who must reinvent themselves to confront a crisis
and often improbable plot twists that Almodovar loves to slip into
his scripts. He won a second Oscar for best original screenplay for
his 2002 film "Talk To Her". Almodovar's recent work has tended
toward more dark and thoughtful thrillers and dramas. His latest,
"Julieta"-his biggest box office hit for years-recounts a mother's
excruciating 10-year wait for a daughter who abandoned her.

To explain his new seriousness, he talks frequently of his life
as an ageing single man who lives with a cat and his "ghosts".
Some of those ghosts come from his childhood, when he would
listen to his mother and the neighbors when they gathered to
gossip and make lace. "Top on the list were babies born out of
marriage and suicides," Almodovar told the New Yorker maga-
zine, as he explained his gift for storytelling. "People who threw
themselves down the well or hanged themselves from the
rafters... It was the origin of life and, at the same time, of fiction
and fabulation." — AFP

Israel's Arabs divided by film's portrayal of changing world
'It is the time now for women to come and speak up'

This undated hand-
out photo provided

by Deux Beaux
Garcon Films shows a
scene from the movie

“In Between”. — AP

Almodovar: Flamboyant free
spirit of Spanish cinema

This file photo shows Spanish director Pedro Almodovar
posing during a photocall for the film “Julieta” at the 69th
Cannes Film Festival in Cannes, southern France. 

This file photo shows Spanish film director Pedro
Almodovar receiving his award at the 26th European Film
Awards ceremony. — AFP photos

You'd think the prospect of bad acting, a terrible script
and rock-bottom directing would put movie buffs off.
But if  Madrid's CutreCon trash film festival is anything

to go by-you'd be wrong. Lured by such films as the musical
"Nudist Colony of the Dead" and Bollywood's "Action
Jackson", some 3,500 people turned up at the five-day event.
They also came to see one of the holy grails of the bad film
world: "Troll 2"-with its rating of just six percent on review site
Rotten Tomatoes, is considered one of the worst movies ever.

CutreCon, which ended Sunday, is one of several festivals
in Europe dedicated to films so bad they're good, many of
which have been pulled from oblivion by the internet, at
times earning them and their protagonists cult status.
Nostalgia for the era of low-quality, VHS films, dissatisfaction
with mainstream cinema and a general desire to laugh and
let off steam have contributed to the genre's rise in populari-
ty. Also influential was Quentin Tarantino and Robert
Rodriguez's 2007 ode to trash cinema "Grindhouse."

Killer yoghurt, sharks 
"The first time I came across a trash film... was when I was

around 10 or 11, with a film by Larry Cohen called 'The Stuff',
which is about killer yoghurt," says Carlos Palencia, a culture
journalist and CutreCon's director. His interest in the genre
eventually prompted him to create the festival, now in its
sixth year, having evolved from a one-night-only film viewing
to the current multi-location event. Keyvan Sarkhosh, senior
research fellow at Germany's Max Planck Institute for
Empirical Aesthetics who co-authored a research paper on
the subject, says there are two types of trash films-the unin-
tentionally bad and those deliberately made to be awful.

The man who perhaps best represents the first category is
Edward Wood, whose "Plan 9 from Outer Space" film about
aliens has been dubbed the best worst movie ever made.
Wood died in 1978 a poor alcoholic, but achieved posthu-
mous fame thanks in part to Tim Burton's biopic "Ed Wood"
starring Johnny Depp. Then come films intentionally made to
be incoherent and clumsy for "ironic consumption," says
Sarkhosh. Cue the recent "Sharknado" franchise-films about
freak storms that see sharks sucked up in water spouts and
rained down on unsuspecting city dwellers. Bad taste? Not
so, says Sarkhosh, whose research found that those who
watched these movies were highly educated, cultural "omni-
vores" just as happy to watch arthouse films. "To enjoy bad
cinema, you need to really like good cinema... you need good
taste to appreciate bad taste and find the fun side (of a
movie)," concurs Palencia.

Vegetarian goblins 
For Angel-Luis Andres, a 40-year-old sales manager who

turned up to see "Troll 2" at the festival, nostalgia is also part
of the appeal. "My father would bring home a batch of videos
at the weekend," he recalls. "He always brought back stuff

that me and my brother liked-monsters, dinosaurs... These
are nostalgia films," he says, before sitting down for a lively
screening.

"Troll 2" is about a family that goes to a small, isolated vil-
lage for a break, only to find it populated by evil goblins. The
goblins are vegetarian but still want to eat humans, which
means they have to surreptitiously feed people a green goo
that turns them into green, vegan goo too. The laughter gets
so loud at times  during the screening that it becomes hard
to hear the film itself. During a scene depicting a candle-lit
seance to communicate with a dead grandfather, the audi-
ence spontaneously erupts into a rendition of "Happy
Birthday".

A 2009 documentary about the film's rise to cult status
said one of the actors was a patient at a psychiatric hospital
and auditioned while on leave. Though it initially went
straight to video in 1990, the film's new-found popularity has
meant that its Italian director Claudio Fragasso, who was
present at the screening, will direct a sequel.

'Oddly brilliant' 
Others have also found belated fame from their initial

embarrassment. Matt Hannon, a US actor who starred in the
direct-to-video film "Samurai Cop" in 1991, dropped his
career straight after. So desperate was he to be forgotten that
when people started saying he was dead, based on the obit
of another Matt Hannon, he did nothing to dispel the rumors.
But with the rising popularity of his film some two decades
after it was made, he finally came back into the limelight...
and starred in the sequel "Samurai Cop 2: Deadly Vengeance."

Another example is actor, director and screenwriter
Tommy Wiseau, who's 2003 drama "The Room" bombed.
"This film is like getting stabbed in the head," one user on
movie site IMDb said.—AFP

New tax breaks have brought a rush of
Hollywood productions to France in the last
year, with the World War II epic "Dunkirk"

among a slew of big-budget movies made there.
Director Christopher Nolan's epic about the evacua-
tion of British and Allied troops from northern
France was shot this summer on some of the same
beaches where the action took place in 1940.

The five-week shoot-which involved 1,500
extras-was one of 36 foreign productions drawn to
France in 2016 after tax breaks jumped from 20 per-
cent to 30 percent of the cost of the film. Parts of the
Oscar-nominated "Jackie", starring Natalie Portman
as the late US First Lady Jackie Kennedy, were made
in Luc Besson's Cite du Cinema studios in Paris, and
several scenes in "Fifty Shades Darker", the sequel to
the erotic blockbuster "Fifty Shades of Grey" were
also shot in the city. France also hosted the eight-
week shoot of the Bollywood romance "Befikre",
and industry insiders have high hopes that it will
also capture "Mission Impossible 6", the next
episode in the Tom Cruise vehicle.  Valerie Lepine, of
the French film commission, Film France, said
spending by foreign film companies "almost tripled"

to 152 million euros ($162 million) from 57 million in
2015. "We have made massive progress this year,"
she added.

Animation leads way 
But some of the most spectacular coups have

been in animation, a sector in which France is
already a world leader. DreamWorks forthcoming
feature version of the children's classic "Captain
Underpants"-about two children who transform
their nasty school principal into a Y-fronted super-
hero-was made by Mikros Animation in France. The
same studio is making "Sherlock Gnomes" for
Paramount, a London-based whodunnit about the
mysterious disappearance of garden gnomes
voiced by Johnny Depp.

The comedies "Sing" and "The Secret Life of Pets"
were also made in Paris for Universal by Illumination
Mac Guff, the studio behind the "Minions" and the
"Despicable Me" series. "Up to now it was mostly
Illumination Mac Guff (now owned by Universal)
which took advantage of the tax breaks," Lepine
added.

"But it's spreading and we've seen a massive

entry of Americans." And the signs for 2017 are even
more promising, she insisted. This month the French
government dropped the minimum film budget
requirement to take advantage of the breaks from 1
million euros to 250,000 euros $267,000). The meas-
ure is also aimed at helping boost the country's spe-
cial effect industry, which has seen a haemorrhage
of talent in recent years, according to a report by the

French National Cinema Centre (CNC).
While the special effects budget alone on

Besson's sci-fi mega-production "Valerian and the
City of a Thousand Planets"-which will be released
in July is some 100 million euros, the CNC found
most young French creators emigrate to find work.
Almost all of the special effects for the film have
been created abroad.

Special effect talent 
French films do not tend to use special effects,

the report added, spending only 15 million euros
overall in 2015 -- and more than half of that work
went to foreign studios. Many of such studios in
Belgium and Canada were staffed by graduates of
the same French schools which feed its thriving ani-
mations industry. "There is a lot of talent in France
and the measure will make us more competitive,"
said David Danesi, who heads Digital District, which
worked with director Pablo Larrain on "Jackie".

For its part, the CNC has launched a three-year
plan to encourage the local industry-which tends
towards traditional naturalistic stories-to use more
special effects. Already the rise in tax breaks has
helped create up to 15,000 mostly temporary jobs
in France, CNC president Frederique Bredin said,
"well above what we had hoped for".  And domestic
productions, which are now offered the same tax
breaks as foreign films, have also been staying at
home rather than going abroad to save money, the
French Cinema Industries Federation (Ficam) con-
firmed.—AFP

So bad, they're good: Madrid
celebrates trash films

Posters advertising trash movies are displayed in the
entrance of a cinema participating in the sixth edition
of the trash film festival CutreCon, in Madrid. — AFP

Tax breaks bring boom in Hollywood films shot in France

This file photo taken on June 20, 2012 in Saint-Denis, outside Paris shows the then new studios
of “La Cite Europeenne du Cinema” (European City of Cinema). — AFP


